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Introduction
In the last ten years significant progress has been made in the study of the potery of Otoman Bilad 
al-Sham (1516–1918). Archaeologists have analyzed ceramic assemblages from a wide variety of 
sites in this region. For instance, Véronique François’ preliminary evaluation of the Otoman ceramics 
from the excavations of the Damascus citadel (2002) reveals the diversity of localy manufactured 
and imported wares that may be found on an urban site. European and Turkish imported wares 
have also been examined at Acre (Stern 1997), and in the excavated assemblage from the late Otoman 
vilage and early Zionist setlement that occupied the site known today as Horvat cEleq (Boas 2000). 
The excavation of rural sites in Palestine and Jordan has led to the publication of significant 
assemblages of Otoman-period ceramics from Belmont castle (contributions in Harper and Pringle 
2001), Zi rcin (Simpson 2002), and Malka and Hubras (Walker 2005).1 Scholars are also seeking 
to construct a conceptual framework for the future study of this period. Atempts have been made 
to define Otoman archaeology as a subcategory within the wider discipline known as Historical 
Archaeology (e.g. Baram and Carol 2000).2 Whether or not one accepts the North American vision 
of Historical Archaeology as the study of human activity and material culture in the era of European 
colonial expansion and global capitalism (i.e. after c.1492), there is general consensus that one of 
the key chalenges facing archaeologists is the integration of data derived from texts and artefacts.3 
In this article I explore the ways in which writen sources of the Otoman period can provide 
complementary information for the study of the ceramics recovered on excavations and archaeological 
field surveys in the regions of Bilad al-Sham.
　　In an earlier article (Milwright 1999) I discussed the employment of writen sources in the 
study of the local and imported potery of the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods (1171–1517). I suggested 
that a wide variety of writen sources in Arabic and European languages – chronicles, geographical 
works, travelers’ accounts, charitable bequests (waqfs), literary works, and medical texts – could be 
utilized in conjunction with the physical evidence (from controled excavation and survey, as wel 
as objects in museum colections) to create a more complete picture of the manufacture and use of 
ceramics in the Islamic Middle East. In many ways the Otoman period ofers greater potential 
than earlier phases for the use of writen sources in the archaeological study of material culture. 
Not only is there a greater quantity of published primary writen sources (as wel as other sources 
such as paintings, engravings and photographs), but there also exists a greater concentration of 
secondary studies that can furnish the archaeological researcher with an historical framework for 
the interpretation of texts, artefact distributions, and individual sites.
　　Obviously, it is not possible to do justice to such a wealth of material in a single study, but 
this paper wil try to highlight some future avenues of interpretation. In particular, I focus upon 
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two issues: first, sources discussing the manufacture of potery within Bilad al-Sham; and second, 
the evidence for the importation of glazed potery to the region from the sixteenth to the beginning 
of the twentieth century. This is folowed by a case study based on a text by an inhabitant of 
Damascus, Muhammad Sacid al-Qasimi. Writen between 1889/90 and his death in 1900, and 
published in two volumes in 1960, the Dictionnaire des métiers damascains (Arabic title: Qāmūs 
al-s.  inā c āt al-shāmiyya) is a meticulous survey of the crafts being practiced in the Syrian capital at 
the end of the nineteenth century. The case study presents annotated translations of selected passages 
relating to diferent ceramic crafts. The last section of the case study discusses some of the wider 
economic and cultural implications that may be drawn from his discussion of the ceramic industries 
of Damascus.
Textual sources
Though potery can hardly be said to be a central concern of the bureaucrats operating in Otoman Bilad 
al-Sham, some references can be found in oficial documents. The manufacture of ceramics is 
occasionaly mentioned in cadastral records (daftars) produced for the Otoman state during the 
sixteenth century. The daftar-i jadīd of 1005/1596 notes that the potery workshops (f ākhūra) of Gaza 
and Nablus generated annual tax revenues of 600 and 200 aqja respectively (Hüteroth and Abdulfatah 
1977: 91). Gaza was an important center for manufacturing potery in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century (see below) and it is interesting to see this early reference to the industry in the 
town. Jerusalem provides important evidence of potery manufacture from the sixteenth to the 
eighteenth century. Much of this information comes in the form of the records (sing. sijil) generated 
by the Sharica court. Large ceramic storage vessels appear in court records of the sixteenth century 
in connection with the trade in olive oil (Cohen 1989: 76–77). Five members of the poters’ guild 
(f ākhūri or fawākhīiri) headed by a shaykh are mentioned in a sijil of 1686 along with several ‘selers’ 
(bayyā c) who seem to have acted as agents for the poters. A document of 1687 indicates that there 
were tensions between the poters and these agents/selers; the later group (al belonging to one family) 
being found in a court decision to have been cheating customers and impeding the eforts of the poters 
to sel their own wares (Cohen 2001: 151).
　　Sijils of the early eighteenth century confirm the existence of one potery workshop in the 
street of the coton merchants as wel as a potery market (probably maintaining the distinction between 
poters and those involved in seling the vessels seen in sijils of a few decades earlier). The workshop 
formed part of a waqf and paid a low annual rent of 20 dirhams. The sijils also give valuable evidence 
concerning the fixing of prices for potery vessels by the judge (qā d. ī ). In Jumada 1 1128/May 
1716 he stipulated that five water jugs were to sel for 1 piece (qi t.c a, the equivalent of 2 silver cUthmani 
coins), a large cup for 1 piece, and cups able to hold 1 ra t.l (approximately 2.5 kg) of yoghurt for 
0.5 piece. After three years the price for water jugs had risen to three vessels for 1 piece, while a 
large jar was priced at 1.5 piece. This later document also specifies that there were five poters 
and gives the name of their shaykh as Salah al-Ramlawi (Salameh 2000, 114, 126–27. For prices 
of potery see also Cohen 2001: 152). Another court record dating to 1114/1702, gives further data 
concerning the internal organization of the poters of the city (Zecevi 1996: 159). This document 
discusses a petition sent by the shaykh of the poters’ guild (tā ’i fa: also al-fawākhīriyya and in Turkish, 
bardakcilar) to the sultan asking him to protect them from the ilegal seizure of their merchandise 
by members of the local Otoman administration and the army (ahl al-curf ).
　　While many examples of ‘Syrian polychrome’ wares are known in museum colections, and 
they also turn up occasionaly in excavations (Milwright 2000: 200–202), I have not yet been able 
to trace this industry in the writen sources. The relatively common occurence of references to 
jars (albareli) and other vessels atributed to ‘Damasco’ in Florentine inventories of the fifteenth 
century suggests that the production of decorated stonepaste wares in the Syrian capital made a healthy 
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recovery folowing the conquest of the city by Timur. Other records also refer to the export of ceramic 
vessels from Beirut and the relatively high prices they fetched (Spalanzani 1978: 54, 76, 111). 
The last document to make specific reference to a ceramic vessel ‘ala domaschina’ dates to 1494, 
perhaps providing an approximate date for the decline in the export trade of Syrian decorated potery 
to Italy (1978 rather than 1974: 169 [Appendix A, document 25]). It should be noted, however, 
that the apparent references to Damascus may refer to a style of glaze decoration rather than a mark 
of provenance. For instance, Arthur Lane provides the example of a poter from Manises near Valencia 
being commissioned in 1420 by a merchant from Milan to make 720 pots ‘à la domasquina’, using 
what was probably a considerably older Syrian, or perhaps Persian lustre vessel as the model (Lane 
1971: 17 and n.3).
　　Later evidence for Syrian ceramic manufacture can be gleaned from the papers of the French 
consulates at the ports of Sidon, Tripoli and Beirut (colected in over fifty published volumes: Ismail 
1975–; Ismail 1982–93). The commercial documents from the consular archives are, naturaly 
enough, more concerned with changing volumes of French imports (see notes in the case study), 
but they also contain some interesting data on the state of local manufacturing, including ceramics. For 
instance, a leter sent by M. P. Alphonse Guys, Commissioner for French Commercial Relations at 
the Consulate in Tripoli, in reponse to questions from the Minister of External Relations in Paris (dated 
1 September, 1806) remarks on the poor quality of the ceramics and glass produced in the vicinity 
of the Lebanese port. Earlier in the same leter he records the importation of coarse wares (la faïence 
commune) from Europe (Ismail, 1975–, IV: 79, 85). Poters are also noted by consular oficials among 
the industries of Sidon in a document dated 12 December 1812 (Ismail 1975–, II: 105).
　　More detailed is an annex to a leter from M. Henri Guys, French Consul in Beirut to the Comte 
de Rigny, Minister of Foreign Afairs, dated 7 March 1835. Presented in tabular form, the annex 
lists the industries of Beirut, along with the numbers of workshops, materials consumed, wages, 
costs of production, value of the products, and profits. Not surprisingly, it is the production and 
sale of silk and other textiles that dominates the list, but Guys also includes data on the production 
of unglazed potery. He claims that Beirut and its principal suburbs (bourgs) contained 120 ceramic 
workshops that manufactured potery vessels with a total value of 200,000 piastres. Deducting 
labor/wages (100,000) and production costs (50,000), this left an annual profit of 50,000 piastres 
(Ismail 1982–93, I: 375–76). In his book, Beyrouth et le Liban (1850), Guys provides a litle more 
information about the nature of ceramic production. In the section dealing with the industries of 
Beirut, he notes that the town was wel known for its unglazed water jugs made of highly porous 
ceramic that, it was said, had the property of refreshing the water contained within them. These 
water jugs were exported to other regions in the Middle East (Guys 1850, I: 169–70).
　　While these data on the industries of Beirut are certainly of interest for the study of the ceramic 
industries of Bilad al-Sham, they should not be viewed in an uncritical manner. Scanning the other, 
more detailed entries in the table it becomes apparent that the monetary figures relating to potery 
production are likely to have been estimated. Thus, the numbers provide an order of magnitude rather 
than an accurate representation of actual financial contribution of this group of craftsmen. Perhaps 
of greater significance in this context is the second annex which includes the taxes levied on the 
industries of the cities (Ismail 1982–93, I: 377). Here one finds that the poters paid annualy 2,050 
piastres, while a separate tax of 250 piastres was levied on the manufacture of clay pipes (from a 
total revenue for al commercial activities in the city of 1,184,750 piastres). These relatively low 
figures may be compared to the considerable higher revenues gathered by the Otoman state on the 
textile industry of Beirut. While this disparity is hardly surprising given the strong demand in the 
Middle East and Europe for silk produced in the city, one might also compare the poteries with 
the taxes levied on other, similarly mundane activities including the abatoirs (19,000), the taverns 
(16,000), the sale of tobacco (19,000), or the rents paid on the bathhouses (14,600) and the tannery 
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(36,500). By the end of the century the industry appears to have been somewhat reduced: writing 
in 1896 Vital Cuinet notes the presence of twelve potery workshops in Beirut (Cuinet 1896: 56).
　　Cuinet is also a significant source concerning the overal distribution of commercial poteries 
in the southern half of Bilad al-Sham. He was evidently impressed by the amphorae made from 
fine, pale clays that were produced in the workshops of Damascus, Hasbiyya and Rushaya (Cuinet 
1896: 364). The potery industry of Rushaya al-Fukhkhar was highly active in the 1890s, and Cuinet 
also records that the vessels produced in the workshops of Gaza were distributed al over Syria (1896: 
424, 616. See also Hankey 1968). The industries of Gaza are the best documented of this period, 
with detailed ethnographic notes provided by Gat (1885: 69–73), as wel as other shorter references 
from authors such as Cuinet and Charles Wilson (1906: 252). Wilson notes that the clay was actualy 
dug by felahin, suggesting that the professional poters of Gaza were in a position to contract out 
this type of hard labor. Gat’s observations give information concerning the types of vessels made 
in the town, as wel as aspects of the manufacturing process. While Gaza is best known for reduction-
fired ibrīqs, Gat notes that other objects – including jugs (kūz), storage jars (zīr), and smal lamps 
(sirāj) – were also manufactured. The fuel for the kilns might take the form of animal dung (Gat 1885: 
71) or the coarse, lower stalks from straw gathered after the harvest (Wilson 1906: 252). The 
production of handmade potery in Palestine also atracted the atention of researchers and travelers 
in the last decades of Otoman rule and the Mandate period (e.g. Wilson 1906: 251; Einsler 1914; 
Crowfoot 1932).
　　The writen sources indicate that a wide range of imported wares were finding their way into 
Bilad al-Sham during the Otoman period. Though by the beginning of the sixteenth century Syria 
and Egypt were losing their grip on the transit trade in Chinese porcelain to Europe, the markets 
of places like Cairo and Damascus stil atracted merchants and travelers in search of such costly 
imported vessels. References to the trade in Chinese wares in the Middle East can be found in sources 
of the sixteenth century (for instance, Baumgarten 1594: 112; Belon 1554: 298; Barbosa 1866: 185). 
Probate inventories listing the contents of Damascene houses in the seventeenth century mention 
the presence of cups (finjān or filjān) of ‘s.  īni’ (Chinese wares4) as wel as other types of fine potery. 
The interpretation of some of these Arabic terms is not conclusive, though it would appear that 
there are references to Iznik ceramics and local imitations (qīshāni) (Pascual 1990: 205). Qīshāni 
may be a coruption of qāshāni (‘of Qashan’) which sometimes appears in Arabic texts to describe 
imported Persian glazed wares. In this context, however, it is probably a reference to the underglaze-
painted stonepaste vessels usualy caled ‘Syrian polychrome’ wares. A colection of Chinese wares 
is also reported among the possessions of the governor of Damascus, cAzam Pasha, in the eighteenth 
century (Milwright 2000: 197).
　　Imported potery also appears in the accounts writen by later travelers. Mary Rogers, the author 
of Domestic Life in Palestine (1989 [1862]), was one of the most acute observers of the material 
culture of late Otoman Bilad al-Sham. Describing a house of a wealthy family in Nazareth, she 
notes that the owner had embedded ‘English wilow-patern cheese plates’ into the stucco above 
the doors and windows (1989: 122). The practice of fixing glazed ceramic bowls into architectural 
facades is wel known in the Medieval architecture of Italy and Greece, though examples are 
also reported from Otoman Bilad al-Sham (Carswel 1970: pl.I:c). Beyond their decorative 
characteristics it is also possible that these glazed plates had an amuletic function warding of the 
　 　 4 When applied to ceramic artefacts, s. īni usualy designates Chinese imports, though the term is sometimes also used to describe high-
quality localy made glazed ceramics, particularly underglaze-painted stonepaste wares.
 5 The practice of seting glazed bowls above doorways and windows was observed in rural Egypt in the early twentieth century. When 
interviewed the occupants of the houses claimed that the bowls provided protection for the house. See Lozach and Hug (1930), 93. 
Blue is stil used in jewelery used against the ‘evil-eye’, and this may be one of the reasons for the use of Chinese blue and white 
porcelain and English ‘wilow-patern’ vessels in architectural decoration. I am grateful to Véronique François and Ghada Hijawi 
for suggesting these interpretations. 
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‘evil eye’.5 Equaly significant in the present context is what this picturesque example might say about 
the status accorded in Palestinian society to these imported wares. Clearly, their aesthetic qualities 
were suficiently admired by the Nazarene family that they should want to employ them as an 
architectural ornament, but at the same time the wilow-patern plates must have been relatively cheap 
(otherwise, it is unlikely that they could have been spared from more socialy significant uses such 
as the serving of guests in the main reception rooms). Rogers’ host had evidently traveled to 
Marseiles, bringing back European furniture for his salon, but a wide range of European products 
were also available in the markets of late nineteenth-century Palestine. In her account of the suq 
in Nablus, the author notes the presence of ‘Manchester prints, Shefield cutlery, beads, French 
bijouterie, very smal mirors, Bohemian glass botles for narghilés, Swiss head-kerchiefs, in imitation 
of Constantinople mundîls, crockery-ware, and china cofee-cups’ (1989: 260). This description 
accords wel with the list provided by Edward Lane of European imported products in Cairo in the 
1830s (1978 [1836]: 314). Other sources also atest to the availability of imported ceramics in 
nineteenth-century Palestine: for instance, Gotlieb Schumacher notes the existence of ten traders 
(tujār) seling iron, glass and porcelain in his survey of the population of Nazareth (Schumacher 1890: 
243). 
Case Study: al-Qasimi’s Dictionnaire
Muhammad Sacid al-Qasimi’s Dictionnaire is organized alphabeticaly with each craft activity 
alocated a single entry. The author sometimes starts with a brief examination of the Arabic speling, 
adding comments concerning the semantic range of the word under discussion. He then moves to 
a succinct description of the activity which may also mention the preparation of the raw materials 
and the types of tools employed. The last part of each entry often includes a consideration of the 
areas of Damascus where the activity is commonly practiced as wel as comments on the continued 
economic viability of the craft. It should be noted that the translation of the entries in the Dictionnaire 
is not always a straightforward task. Al-Qasimi makes use of the technical vocabulary of the late 
nineteenth-century Syrian crafts, and modern Arabic dictionaries are not always reliable guides for 
the translation of terms and idiomatic phrases found in the text. The translations of excerpts from 
the Dictionnaire should be seen in the light of these constraints (as wel as the limited skils in Arabic 
possessed by the present author). Where I have omited short sections of al-Qasimi’s text (such as 
notes on speling and cross references to other entries in the text), this is indicated as folows, […]. 
Clarifications of the translated texts are also enclosed within square brackets.
　　One of the interesting features of the Dictionnaire is the atention the author gives to relatively 
mundane activities that generaly escape the atention of European travelers. For instance, he includes 
sections on the merchants of clay (turrāb. 1960: 67–69. Partial translation in Milwright 2001: 74), 
the makers of mud-brick/pisé wals (dakkāk. 1960: 144–45) and brickmakers ( t.awwāb. 1960: 
294–95). Discussing another ceramic craft activity, the makers of clay ovens (tannūri), he notes 
that it is among ‘the most widespread crafts in the city, and the makers of it [the tannūr], in every 
town wil be kept busy with this activity’ (1960: 71). Another related craft was the making of the 
flower pots that adorned the balconies and gardens of the houses of Damascus. Al-Qasimi writes 
(Al-Qasimi 1960: 257): 
No. 179 – Makers of flower pots (shaqī f āti)
[…] And these flower pots (sing. shaqfa, pl. shaqaf) are sold for the cultivation of aromatic plants, and 
flowers and roses, and a house would be empty without them. And making of them is like the making 
of earthen bowls (pl. shurbāt) and they are equivalent in that they are both of a special type. And as 
the result of the drying and baking needed to produce them, it has become a way of life for the inhabitants 
of al-Salihiyya, and gives them something to sel in the city [Damascus]. And the entirety of the craft 
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is much in demand, like that of the makers of earthen bowls, and many requests are made for it. God 
knows best.
　　Kilns dating to the Mamluk period have been located in Salihiyya (Sauvaget 1932; al-cUsh 
1960–63), though the potery workshops of this area seem to have concentrated on the production 
of relief-moulded canteens and wheelthrown unglazed jugs and other functional vessels. It is not 
apparent whether this industry continued uninterupted from the fourteenth through to the late 
nineteenth century. Later in the book, al-Qasimi discusses another craft that remained in high demand 
in his day: the makers of drainpipes (1960: 351): 
No. 274 – Maker of drainpipes (qasā t.ili)
It is the craft of making pipes (sing. qas t.al). And [for the] pipe, make them from the red earth (al-
turrāb al-a h. mar), mix it with suficient water, and from it [i.e. the mixture] al kinds of pipe can be 
made by means of a special holowed-out mold. When it is done, it is alowed to dry in the sun until 
it is ready. It is then baked in a special oven (furn). And there are many types [of pipe] both large 
and smal. And of them, the one known as al-zamr has the smalest dimensions. Then al-sharkas is 
the largest of the first group. Then the biggest is known as al-īrāni. And from them are [also] al-sabīli, 
al-mujīr and al-zinjāri. And [the last of] these is the largest in dimensions. They [the diferent types 
of pipe] are designed for drawing sweet water from reservoirs to the houses and other buildings […]. 
And indeed it is an important craft in Damascus, and it has its own special neighborhood (mu h. ala) in 
the city, and it is known that [the work of] the pipe makers is much in demand and generates good 
profits.
　　As with the makers of flower pots, the qasā t.ili were al located in a single neighborhood (this 
time in Damascus itself rather than the suburb of Salihiyya). While it is frustrating that al-Qasimi 
does not provide the dimensions for the diferent grades of pipe, it is nevertheless important that 
he provides the names of several types and orders them according to size. The word for the smalest 
type, al-zamr, derives from the name for a wind instrument akin to an oboe, while the name al-
sabīli may mean that these pipes were employed in public water fountains. It is not clear whether 
the terms sharkas (‘Circassian’) and īrāni (‘Persian’) indicate something about the geographical origin 
of either the types of pipe or of the people who made them. This is a traditional craft that is not 
wel known in scholarly literature. The making of drainage pipes is reported in other writen sources 
such as the Cairo Geniza (Goitein 1958: 188–89), and excavations in Raqqa have provided evidence 
for the manufacture of drainpipes in the Abbasid period (Miglus 1999: pl. 61). Examples of drainpipes 
also survive in situ in numerous Islamic structures in the Middle East, and some evidence for Otoman-
period drainage features have been located at Acre (Stern 1989–90; Tatcher 1998). In spite of the 
availability of textual and archaeological information, very litle work has been done on the creation 
of a typology for the drainpipes produced in diferent time periods in the Islamic Middle East. It 
may be that accounts like al-Qasimi’s could help to establish basic distinctions in the dimensions 
(in terms of internal diameter and overal length) of drainage pipes encountered in the archaeological 
record. In an earlier passage al-Qasimi draws atention to the manufacture of a type of utilitarian 
ceramic serving vessel (1960: 355–56): 
No. 269 – Makers of earthenware vessels (qi s.s.  ā c)
[…] And it is the making of containers for food from clay. And in previous times this craft was very 
much in demand. With the restoration of prosperity, the existence of the vessels known as ‘al-māliqi, 
and the desire of the people for them, in these times there are few employed in [this activity]. And 
these bowls are not made except for buter merchants, the selers of cooked beans (fūl), and the makers 
of hummus (al-h.  ummu s. āniyya), as wel as some peasants.
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It seems likely that al-Qasimi is describing the sorts of simply glazed, and sometimes slip-painted 
bowls that are stil employed in restaurants in the Middle East (often now in the form of plastic 
imitations). Writing in the fifteenth century, Ahmad ibn c Ali al-Maqrizi (d.1442) describes a similar 
situation with the cheap (probably glazed) bowls used for the serving of food in cookshops in Cairo 
(al-Maqrizi, al-Khi t.ā t., trans. in Milwright 1999: 505). Al-Maqrizi paints a picture of manufacture 
on a huge scale, and it is evident from al-Qasimi’s account that until recent times the Syrian capital 
had thriving workshops engaged in this activity. He notes, however, that there had been a great 
reduction in the market for these simple and functional containers as the result of an influx of vessels 
known as al-māliqi. A literal translation of this word would be ‘shining things’, though in this context 
it appears that the author is refering to imported glazed potery, possibly European hard-paste 
porcelain wares. Al-māliqi is also mentioned in the section concerned with the menders of vessels 
(1960: 322–23):
No. 342 – Menders of vessels (mukharris)
[…] It is the making good of that which is broken amongst vessels known as al-s.  īni, al-māliqi and al-
balūr. In previous times this craft was much in demand because of the rarity and high cost of vessels 
of these types in the country. And when they [the vessels] were broken they took them to the mukharris 
to repair them. And this could always be done when it was broken in two or three pieces, but if it were 
more then it could not be made beter. And the work is thus: it was driled by the mukharris first at 
the edge of it by means of a thin iron/steel ( h. adīd) dril, and then the holes were pierced with a brass 
rivet, and the holes were mended with a solution of gypsum. S.  īni is mended in the same way also and 
the price on each rivet is 10 para. But at this time, as afluence increases the extent of trade, so the 
value of vessels of al-balūr and al-māliqi decreases. It is clear that the prosecution of this craft is 
uneconomic and few are employed in it. It is a craft which brings forth litle profit. God knows best.
　　Al-Qasimi outlines the processes involved in mending three types of vessels. The first, al-s.  
īni, is a reference to Chinese wares, al-māliqi has been discussed above, and the last, al-balūr, is 
probably crystal glass. The techniques discussed in this passage corelate with descriptions found 
in earlier accounts of the guilds in Istanbul and Cairo (Evliya Celebi 1834–50, I.2: 212, no.420; 
Jean Covel cited in Krahl 1986, I: 52), as wel as ceramic artefacts recovered from excavations 
(Milwright 2001: 76, fig.2). The fact that the menders of ceramic and glass vessel constituted a 
distinct craft activity in these cities is a good indication of the high unit cost of such luxury items. 
Treatises on market law ( h. isba) provide evidence for this craft in the cities of the Islamic world as 
early as the fourteenth century (Milwright 1999: 509). In the folowing example, al-Qasimi 
demonstrates how changes in local taste – influenced by Westernized modes of behavior – might 
also have a serious impact upon a wel established craft activity (1960: 330):
No. 252 – makers of tobacco pipes (ghalāyīni)
It is the making of the tobacco pipe (ghalyūn). The pipe is made from ground and sieved earth/clay 
(turrāb), that has been soaked [literaly: fermented] overnight, and kneaded to a stif consistency. At 
that time he makes the pipes with it [i.e. the clay] by means of a mold specialy made for that purpose. 
Then those that are prepared are roasted in an oven (furn) designed for the purpose. After the removal 
from the oven, they are coated with paint (dihān). The most in demand are the ones painted black, red, 
those with gilding, and other than that. 
　　And it is a craft which, in former times, was much in demand, because the the people of Syria 
would suck upon the ghalyūn when smoking ‘tabagh’ and the type known as ‘tutun’.6
　 　 6 Al-Qasimi is refering here to two grades of tobacco available in late nineteenth-century Syria. Tabagh is the higher (imported) 
grade, while tutun (in Palestinian Arabic, titin) was coarser, localy grown tobacco. These terms were stil in use in Palestine into 
the second half of the twentieth century. I owe these observations to Mahmoud Hawari. 
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　　And the description of the ghalyūn is [as folows]: it looks like an upright right-angle (zāwiya) with 
the holowed-out part no larger than three fingers [i.e. 9–10 cm] in width at its greatest extent. And 
the highest extremity – where the tobacco is placed – must be spacious, and the other end narow. And 
they [the buyers] were much concerned that it should have a luxurious ‘[reed] pipe’ (qa s. āt) which could 
measure up to three cubits [i.e. c.1.95m] in length, and be ornamented with mother-of-pearl ( s. adaf) and 
fine painting. And it was pierced (mathqūba) at the first [i.e. lower] end of it for atachment to the ghalyūn, 
with the second [upper] end [of the reed pipe] having a mouthpiece made of a piece of costly ‘amber’ 
(kahraba’).7 Or it [the mouthpiece] could be crafted of gold or silver, and, thus, become a source of 
pride [for the owner].
　　However, now – in general – the people of Damascus do not concern themselves with it [the ghalyūn]. 
Only the bedouin stil use them, and this [only] because they do not know how to rol cigaretes, and 
so continue with the ghalyūn. The poets have made marvelous descriptions of it, and there are many 
passages devoted to the subject. And many are colected in the scholar, al-Nabulsi’s8 ‘Treatise on Tobacco’ 
(risālat al-dukhān), including the lines:
They say that in the ghalyūn there is excessive desire
Which does not exist in other types of object,
But I say to them that this is only because
It competes [with me] in having fire in its heart!9
　　The author provides an interesting account of the manufacture, physical appearance, and 
ornamentation of the clay pipe bowls, and continues with a description of the popular types of reed 
and mouthpiece (i.e. a chibouk pipe). His account corelates wel with the information available 
from other sources (on the form and origin of the chibouk pipe, see Robinson 1985: 151–56; Simpson 
1995). For instance, there are numerous images of chibouk pipes to be found in Orientalist painting 
(e.g. Ben-Arieh 1997: pls. 37, 77, 126) and engraved book ilustrations of the nineteenth century. 
These images do not tend to provide much detail, however, and al-Qasimi’s report is interesting for 
its description of features such as the painted decoration of the clay pipe, the ornament found on 
the pipe stems, and the diferent media employed for the mouthpieces.
　　Manufacturing of pipes was probably relatively widespread in Bilad al-Sham during the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and numerous workshops are noted in Jerusalem and Nazareth 
(Schölch 1993: 127, 130, 149). The southern sector of the Damascene suburb of Midan contained 
an aley caled Zuqāq al-Ghalayniyya that was must have been a centre for the production of pipes 
though there is litle documentary evidence on these commercial activities (Marino 1997: 132). 
Though al-Qasimi does not make the point explicitly in his description, the making of pipe stems 
evidently constituted a separate craft in Damascus. This can be demonstrated elsewhere: for instance, 
a workshop for the makers of pipe stems (cubukçu) was recorded in the suq built in Acre in the 
eighteenth century by the local ruler, Zahir al-cUmar (al-cAwra 1936: 370). Stems might also be 
imported into Bilad al-Sham. French consular documents record that these items formed part of 
cargoes of French and Austrian boats coming from Alexandria to Beirut in 1825 and 1826 (Ismail 
1982–93, I: 130, 163). Another document records 4,000 pipes made from chery wood (cerisier), 
a particularly favored material for this purpose, with a value of 12,000 piastres among the items 
exported from Beirut to Malta, Tunis, Damieta and Cyprus in the last quarter of 1813 (Ismail 1975, 
II: 113). 
　 　 7 The more usual word for amber would be kahramān. 
 8 The ful name of this scholar is not given. The most famous scholar to bear this nisba is cAbd al-Ghani al-Nabulsi (d.1741). This 
mystic and scholar certainly wrote about the legality of tobacco, though it is not clear whether this is the person refered to by al-
Qasimi. 
 9 The meaning of these lines is dificult to decipher and the translation ofered here is only an approximation. 
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　　Al-Qasimi’s Dictionnaire represents a valuable source for the study of the crafts of late nineteenth-
century Damascus, and much of his information probably holds good for other urban centers in 
Bilad al-Sham.10 Not only does he provide interesting detail concerning the actual materials and 
manufacturing processes, but he often also seeks to locate the activity within a wider social and 
economic context. One of the driving forces behind his enterprise appears to have been the awareness 
that traditional crafts were disappearing from the city on the eve of the new century. While I believe 
that the Dictionnaire may be accepted as a relatively objective account of the craft activities of the 
time, this last point needs to be highlighted. Al-Qasimi’s writing can be located within a tradition 
of Arabic literature concerned with urban topography – such as Ibn al-cAsakir’s (d.1176) account 
of Damascus, Ibn Duqmaq (d.1406/7) and al-Maqrizi on Cairo/Fustat, and Khatib al-Baghdadi 
(d.1071) on the Iraqi capital – as wel as an extensive body of Arabic travelers’ accounts. Reviewing 
the many descriptions of Baghdad Michael Cooperson identifies a recurent topos, the idea that the 
contemporary situation confronting the author is only a pale shadow of the glories of an earlier ‘golden 
age’ (Cooperson 1996). Likewise, entries in al-Qasimi’s Dictionnaire are tinged with some regret 
that crafts were fading away as the result of the influx of European imported goods and the adoption 
of foreign customs.
　　The economic and cultural influence of Europe can be seen in diferent ways in the descriptions 
provided by al-Qasimi. Discussing the makers of bowls, he notes direct competition provided by 
the wares he cals al-māliqi. It is worth remarking on the economic implications of his comments: 
according to al-Qasimi by the 1890s, al-māliqi was ubiquitous in Damascene markets and suficiently 
inexpensive that it could even threaten the local manufacture of simple earthenware serving bowls. 
A similar situation evidently prevailed in the craft of mending vessels (mukharris). This craft could 
only prosper if a substantial diferential was maintained between the cost of repair and the cost of 
purchasing a new vessel.11 As al-Qasimi notes, the increase in trade (i.e. the importation of foreign 
manufactured goods) led to a substantial reduction in the unit cost of glass vessels and glazed 
ceramics. This faling cost was threatening the viability of the crafts of both the mukharris and the 
qi s. s. āc.
　　Of course, what al-Qasimi is describing in these passages is part of a much larger economic 
process. During the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the volume of European exports to 
the Middle East had risen sharply (particularly folowing the first introduction of steam ships into 
the Mediteranean in the 1830s).12 Increasingly, the exports from areas like Bilad al-Sham comprised 
raw materials while the suqs of the urban centers came to be filed with European goods. The changing 
balance of trade during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has been the subject of considerable 
study both from the point of view of individual ports and cities (Fawaz 1983; Gerber 1985; Panzac 
1990; Reimer 1991), and the commercial activities of specific nations (Issawi 1977). Much detail 
is provided concerning the more lucrative raw materials and manufactured items, but relatively litle 
atention has been given to the movement of glazed and unglazed potery in the eastern Mediteranean. 
This lack of focus on ceramics by historians probably reflects their minimal contribution to the overal 
economic picture. It is possible to argue, however, that these imported glazed wares, because of 
their wide distribution among al but the poorest classes in the urban and rural areas of Bilad al-Sham, 
had a cultural impact that was disproportionate to their relatively low unit cost.13
　　French consular documents may be used to provide some further context for al-Qasimi’s 
remarks. Commercial records from Sidon, Tripoli and Beirut from the late eighteenth century through 
　 　10 Cf. the discussion of the ceramic crafts of Antioch in Bazantay (1936), 8-9, 38-41.
11 Cf. Krahl (1986), I: 52, citing the Retail Price Code writen in Istanbul in 1640.
12 For an overview of Otoman manufacturing in the nineteenth century, see Quataert (1994). 
13 I wil review the archaeological and historical evidence for the import of European potery into late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
Bilad al-Sham in a future article.
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to 1826 exhibit a considerable rise in the imports of potery – generaly described as fayance (i.e. glazed 
earthenware) though there are also reference to jarres and porcelaine – to the ports (see data colected 
in Ismail 1975–, I, II, IV; 1982–93, I). Some caveats should be added to this general observation, 
however. The records only cover a few years – this was a period in which factors such as wars 
and the often-rapacious activities of local governors afected the abilities of foreign merchants to 
operate in these ports. The pace of the imports increased greatly in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. Of great relevance in the present context are the surviving records for the port of Haifa 
in the 1890s. In 1892 the import of porcelain and glass (counted together in the documents) from 
Austria and France accounted for 16,600 francs from a total of 2,141,190 francs (Ismail 1982–93, 
VI: 333–38). The records for 1893 indicate that glazed wares were ariving into Haifa from Britain, 
Austro-Hungary, France and Turkey (VI: 386), and that the market for such imported items in 
Damascus alone was estimated at 7,000 francs per annum (VI: 253). Similar evidence can be found 
in Vital Cuinet’s estimates for the ports of Beirut, Tripoli and Jafa (1896: 67–69, 130–31, 621–22). 
In other words, commercial records from the period that al-Qasimi was describing confirm his general 
observations about the widespread availability and cheap unit cost of the European ceramics in Syria.
　　The influx of industrialy manufactured items clearly had a major impact on the indigenous 
craft traditions of Bilad al-Sham leading some to cease operation altogether. That said, it is important 
to avoid making sweeping generalizations for it is clear that many industries survived, and even 
prospered in this new economic environment (Gerber 1985: 55–81). The situation for ceramic crafts 
was mixed. Al-Qasimi gives no indication that crafts such as the makers of drainpipes and tannūrs 
were sufering economic hardship at the end of the nineteenth century. Looking elsewhere the 
production of unglazed storage jars in Gaza was evidently a vibrant industry in the same period 
and other workshops are known in Palestine at this time (see sources colected in Milwright 2000: 
196). The volume of this trade in localy produced ceramics is becoming apparent in recent 
archaeological research: excavations in the vilages of Malka and Hubras in the north of Jordan found 
that ‘Gaza’ wares comprised 58% of the total excavated assemblages in the late Otoman levels 
(Walker 2005: 82), and a similar percentage was also encountered among the nineteenth-century 
ceramics excavated in the Damascus citadel (V. François, personal communication).
　　Craft activities might also decline as the result of a combination of economic and social factors. 
This is wel demonstrated by Lydia Einsler in her study of the making of handmade potery vessels 
by women in Ramalah. Constructed by non-specialized practitioners using a range of simple tools, 
these handmade jugs were employed for colecting water from nearby springs and for other domestic 
functions. Einsler notes that the disappearance of the craft could be atributed to diverse factors 
including the widespread digging of wels in vilages and availability of other items such as old 
petrol cans and cheap glassware that could perform the task of carying water (Einsler 1914. And 
see Gerber 1985: 63–64). While handmade vessels were no longer being made in any significant 
numbers in Palestine after the early decades of the twentieth century, the practice endured into the 
1980s in some parts of northern Jordan (Bresenham 1985; Mershen 1985).
　　Al-Qasimi’s discussion of the making of tobacco pipes provides another example of the impact 
of foreign culture upon a native industry. In this case, it is both an imported product and a new 
mode of consumption. The Syrian author seems to be writing just at the point of transition between 
the traditional mode of pipe smoking and the introduction of the European fashion for cigaretes. 
That the popularity of the chibouk pipe was waning among the setled communities of the region 
is confirmed in other sources. Writing a few years later Charles Wilson notes that, while the narghile 
remained popular both in cofee shops and private dwelings, pipes (ghalyūn) were ‘being largely 
supplanted by cigaretes, the papers for making them being imported in litle books or packets and 
sold everywhere’ (1906: 127). Another European, Baldensperger, did observe, however, the 
continuing use of the pipe among the bedouin. In his description the bedouin had bought his pipe 
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in a local town, but he made his own pipe stem and smoked the tobacco he had cultivated himself 
(Baldensperger 1913: 38–39). This corelates wel with al-Qasimi’s comments on the subject, though 
it is also worth noting the sophisticated urbanite’s evident disdain for the bedouin in his claim that 
they persisted with the ghalyūn because they were unable to learn the practice of roling cigaretes.
Conclusion
This should be regarded as a preliminary study and conclusions drawn from the material presented 
must, of course, be tentative in nature. While some of the writen sources discussed above provide 
relatively detailed information for a given time or a specific locality, they also serve to highlight 
the very considerable lacunae in the understanding of the local manufacture and import of potery 
in Otoman Bilad al-Sham. While the references to potery production in places such as Gaza, Beirut, 
Tripoli and Jerusalem give us interesting insights into the organization of workshops and guilds for 
phases of years or decades, these sources do not provide much data regarding the continuity of craft 
activities over the longer term. Some of these problems can be addressed in future study of the 
available writen sources, but diferent approaches wil be required in other cases. For instance, further 
information on the production and use of ‘Syrian polychrome’ ware in Damascus may wel be found 
in a thorough examination of Arabic chronicles of the Otoman period as wel as other documents 
such as waqfs, probate inventories and court records. On the other hand, it is improbable that textual 
evidence wil iluminate further the practices of vilage potery making, and particularly handmade 
wares, prior to the late nineteenth century. The overwhelmingly urban perspective of the writers 
from the sixteenth to the mid nineteenth century means that the material culture of the vilages and 
smal towns of Otoman Bilad al-Sham wil remain likely the domain of archaeological. The types 
of writen sources surveyed in this paper have proven to be a useful tool in tracking the importation 
of European and, to a lesser extent, Chinese and Turkish potery in Bilad al-Sham. As already noted, 
the French consular papers present interesting data, but the published records that mention ceramics 
only cover smal clusters of years in the period from the last quarter of the eighteenth century through 
to the end of the nineteenth. It is clear that most consignments coming into ports of Sidon, Tripoli, 
Beirut and Haifa did not contain potery. Even when it is included in cargoes coming from Marseiles 
and elsewhere, glazed wares and other ceramics were clearly not one of the high-value commodities. 
Furthermore, these documents are most valuable for their information on maritime trade into ports 
where the French had commercial interests; they are less likely to be reliable sources for the 
commercial movement of potery into Bilad al-Sham from other directions (via ports on the Persian 
Gulf or Red Sea or by land through Anatolia). Nevertheless, the French consular documents do 
provide a means to assess the increasing volumes of European imports (glazed earthenware and 
porcelain) into the region, and these results can be corelated with the anecdotal reports of travelers 
or Syrian observers like al-Qasimi. Further research on this question could involve the study of oficial 
documents generated by other European consulates in the region. Another direction would be to 
look for evidence that ceramic factories in Europe were manufacturing objects specificaly for Middle 
Eastern markets (cf. Meissen export wares ilustrated in Honey 1934: pl. LVI. c–e). 
　　Aside from the issue of changing volumes of imports through time, textual sources can also widen 
our understanding of the cultural and economic impact that these objects had on the society of Otoman 
Bilad al-Sham. For instance, in the probate inventories of wealthy households during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, it is significant that it is mentioned at al potery tends to be Chinese 
( s. īni) with only occasional references to Iznik wares and localy produced glazed stonepaste wares. 
The more utilitarian unglazed and lead-glazed earthenwares that would also have been used in such 
houses were generaly too cheap to merit any atention in the probate inventories. That the Chinese 
wares are mainly cups is also worth noting for it points to their conspicuous role in important social 
rituals within the domestic environment, as wel as in the urban environment. Cofee drinking had 
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become increasingly popular in Otoman Syria since its introduction in the sixteenth century (the 
first record of cofee drinking in Damascus is in 1534. See Rafeq 2001), and it was not only the 
Chinese who sought to produce vessels to serve this purpose. Both European factories such as Meissen 
and the poteries of Kütahya in Turkey were producing large numbers of cofee cups, and a few 
examples have turned up in excavations of Otoman contexts in Bilad al-Sham (Milwright 2000: 
197–98; François 2002: fig. 4. 1–5).
　　It is interesting that the lower unit cost of imported items from the late eighteenth century onward 
may have resulted in changes in the ways in which such objects were perceived and used. Al-Qasimi 
notes that in the 1890s people were less inclined to bring broken items to the mukharris to have 
them mended, while Rogers’ example of the ‘wilow-patern cheese plates’ in the courtyard façade 
of the house in Nazareth suggests a complex dynamic between their prestige value as objects of display 
and their relatively low monetary value (of course, it is also possible that their employment as an 
architectural ornament was facilitated by the fact that they were already chipped or cracked prior 
to their insertion in the wals of the courtyard). This type of display also reflects the socio-economic 
status of the occupants of the house. Conspicuous consumption of this sort distinguishes the Nazarene 
family from those too poor to aford such imported wares, but it seems unlikely that wealthier classes 
in the towns and cities of Bilad al-Sham would have wanted to advertise their wealth with such readily 
available manufactured plates. It is clear from the account that Rogers herself regarded the efect 
as somewhat risible (though she was probably unaware of the talismanic connotations of such glazed 
vessels). The writen accounts of this period provide the means to examine the subtle distinctions 
made by diferent socio-economic groups between the ‘appropriate’ or ‘inappropriate’ modes of 
behavior. Archaeology may be used to reconstruct the spatial distribution of potery wares, and the 
analysis of distribution may also consider the diferent characteristics of the places where ceramics 
are found (ports, cities, rural towns, vilages, caravanserais, and so on). It is in the writen sources, 
however, that one may locate additional insights into the complex social world in which ceramic 
vessels were bought, used, displayed, and appreciated.
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